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The ancient Mediterranean was a cultural landscape inhabited by various local groups that formed 

these landscapes before the expansion of the Greeks and Romans. The term “local” is defined as a 

combination of special cultural characteristics which include language, religion, material culture and 

social structures, similarities in the outer habitus or customs that construct common ground. “Being 

local” could either be expressed by specific local features that only existed in a small geographic area 

but also by using an unusual combination of widespread and well-known attributes. However, it can 

be observed that presumably local attributes also occur outside their sphere of influence and can 

be adapted by other cultures and societies. This raises the question as to how these local attributes 

were adapted and whether they retained their original context of meaning. This dynamic dimension 

of locality is particularly visible on the coins of the ancient cities, which used these coins also to 

highlight local features as part of their civic identity or to underline non-Greek or non-Roman origins. 

Do local elements play a role in preserving traditional values or are they used to coin an alternate 

version of the past? 

 

In this year's VLAC II conference, entitled Tracing the local(s). The local world of the 

Mediterranean landscapes in the Greek and Roman coinage, the presence and reception of local 

elements of different peoples and cultural groups from North Africa to Asia Minor to the Levant, 

will be examined on the basis of local coinage. 

 

 

 

 

 



The conference will focus on the following key questions: 

 

• How is a specific local profile constructed? Is this profile tied to individual cities or are there 

also supra-regional conventions of design and representation that coincide with old, 

indigenous cultural areas? 

• Which local linguistic features, such as language, official names, theonyms and city names 

were used and which local iconographic attributes from the cultic and profane spheres? 

• When were local elements depicted, abolished or revived? 

• Do certain conventions of depicting the local change over time? 

• Are the depicted elements the result of persistence, acculturation or appropriation? Can 

different degrees of reception or acculturation processes be identified? What could be 

possible motives for the inclusion of local elements in the coinage? 

 

 

The conference intends to work out patterns and differences in the use of local elements on coins in 

both space and time. In addition, a comparison of different local cultures will show how and to what 

extent local cultural assets were adopted. It is worth asking if the Greeks and Romans dealt with 

these local cultures in different ways. Thus, the mechanisms of acculturation processes will become 

visible. The restriction to coins also makes it possible to specifically examine the contribution of this 

historical medium to phenomena such as the reception of local elements. 

 

Papers should not exceed 30 minutes. The official language of the conference is English. 
Contributions for travel expenses and accommodation will be available (certain restrictions apply). 
The conference is part of the NUMiD-project and funded by the Federal Ministry of Education and 
Research (BMBF). 

 

 

Please submit a 300 word (maximum) abstract to the organisers Saskia Kerschbaum (DAI, Munich) 
saskia.kerschbaum@dainst.de or Hülya Vidin (Goethe University Frankfurt) vidin@em.uni-
frankfurt.de by May 17, 2019. 
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